Abstract-This paper presents a method for pairwise 3D alignment which solves data association by matching scan segments across scans. Generating accurate segment associations allows to run a modified version of the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm where the search for point-to-point correspondences is constrained to associated segments. The novelty of the proposed approach is in the segment matching process which takes into account the proximity of segments, their shape, and the consistency of their relative locations in each scan. Scan segmentation is here assumed to be given (recent studies provide various alternatives [10] , [19] ). The method is tested on seven sequences of Velodyne scans acquired in urban environments. Unlike various other standard versions of ICP, which fail to recover correct alignment when the displacement between scans increases, the proposed method is shown to be robust to displacements of several meters. In addition, it is shown to lead to savings in computational times which are potentially critical in real-time applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper investigates various ways of exploiting segmentation (illustrated in Fig. 1 ) to improve the pairwise alignment of 3D scans. One core issue in accurately aligning 3D scans is data association. Standard alignment techniques use the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm [22] which solves data association at a point-to-point level 1 . However, as noted in the literature [23] and as shown in the proposed experiments, this method fails when nearest points do not correspond to correct association (illustrated in Fig. 3 ). This paper proposes to solve data association by reasoning at the object level rather than at the point-to-point level. Recently proposed segmentation techniques [10] , [19] allow the separation of objects in 3D scans. Using such segmentation as an input, the proposed methods explicitly match objects (i.e. segments) across scans as opposed to reasoning at the -possibly myopic-point-to-point level. The experiments demonstrate that standard nearest neighbour matching provides incorrect data association as the distance between scans increases, while object level matching is robust to displacement of a few meters. This leads in turn to sharper scan alignments that are not only able to recover larger displacements but also allows computational savings that are potentially critical in real-time applications.
In recent years, a number of consumer grade 3D imaging devices have been released. These include time-of-flight based sensors such as the D-Imager [1] and the SwissRanger [4] for indoor environments and the Velodyne [2] for outdoor deployments. Structured light based technology has Fig. 1 . Example of segmentation of a Velodyne scan acquired in a parking lot. This scan belongs to the dataset Campus car park; the datasets are described in Table I . Segment IDs are mapped to colours. It can be seen that all the cars and trees around the centre of the scan are correctly separated while some over-segmentation can be observed in the background of the scene, where the data are sparser. The extracted ground surface is indicated in purple.
also reached the consumer market with the Kinect sensor [3] . These sensors have contributed to a wealth of research in a variety of domains including autonomous driving [17] , 3D modelling [12] , grasping and manipulation [21] , [13] and object recognition [11] , to only mention a few. The work presented here belongs to this overall effort attempting to exploit the richness of 3D data to build more accurate perception systems. Specifically, we concentrate on the pairwise registration of Velodyne scans acquired in outdoor urban environments with the aim of building sharp 3D alignments of sequences of scans. The module developed here has applications to map building and object modelling via 3D surface registration.
The problem of 3D scan alignment has been studied for over two decades. A recent survey [23] shows that 3D alignment techniques have converged around one main pipeline which involves two broad steps: coarse alignment followed by fine alignment. Coarse alignment uses for instance Principal Component Analysis [15] or feature based matching with features such as the Spin Image [14] to compute an initial coarse registration. Fine alignment then generally involves the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm [6] with the few exceptions of techniques using Genetic Algorithms [24] or Signed Distance Fields [18] for instance. In the last two years techniques searching efficiently and exhaustively for a global optimum (as opposed to implementing a greedy optimisation as in ICP) by means of Fourier transforms were intro-duced [8] . These have the potential of addressing a number of the shortcomings of ICP and will be investigated in future work. The pipeline for 3D alignment that is proposed here implements coarse alignment by matching segments across scans. Matched segments are then used to constrain pointto-point associations in regular ICP. Specifically, nearest neighbour search is performed in matched segments only. To the best of the authors knowledge, a pipeline combining 3D object segmentation, segment matching across scans, and alignment, had not been proposed before. This pipeline is able to maintain alignment accuracy when the displacement between scan increases unlike more standard variants of ICP, while also being more computationally efficient. It can also be thought of as a pre-processing step for ICP. Since these more standard versions of ICP are often used in ground robotics systems [17] , [20] , the proposed module, used as an alternative or complementary method for alignment, can have an impact on a variety of robotics platforms.
In summary, the contribution of this work is a technique for scan alignment based on ICP which solves data association at the object level by explicitly matching segments across scans rather than using standard point-to-point type of search. It is shown to provide improved performance with respect to point-to-point matching when the displacement between scans increases, while in addition being more computationally efficient.
II. PAIRWISE SCAN MATCHING
Sec. II-A introduces the segmentation method used in this work. Sec. II-B to II-D describe the proposed alignment technique.
A. Scan Segmentation
Each velodyne scan is first segmented using the technique described in [10] . The output of this technique is illustrated in Fig. 1 . In short, this method builds a terrain mesh from a Velodyne scan, identifies ground points via gradient computations in the terrain mesh and partitions the remaining points via clustering in a voxel grid. The method does not assume the terrain to be flat. It is applied to each scan. The resulting segments are further processed to speed up the computation of the alignments. The segments are voxelised using a grid of resolution 20cm and only the segments containing at least n voxels and with a minimum height of z are kept. In our implementation n is set to 100 and z to 1m. The resulting set of N segments is referred to as S = {s i } i=1...N in the algorithms below.
The two main components of the proposed scan alignment process are described in Algorithm 1. The core contribution of this work lies in the operation MatchSegments which defines pairwise segment associations. This operation is described in Sec. II-C. Once segment associations are defined, a slightly modified version of ICP algorithm is run to estimate the 6 DOF transformation specifying the alignment of the two scans. This is described in Sec. II-D. The parameters required by each function are detailed in the corresponding sections.
C. Segment Associations
The overall segment association process is defined in Algorithm 2. The main operations are: (1) the definition of a distance matrix (operation GenerateDistMatrix), (2) the iteration of the two following steps: (a) definition of segment associations (function Hungarian) and (b) the filtering of possibly wrong associations based on the spatial arrangement of segments (function GeoConsistency). The thresholds t d and t c involved in step 2 are progressively increased to allow more segments to be selected in case an insufficient number of segment associations is initially obtained while keeping the tolerance as tight as possible. These operations are further detailed in the following sections. C 1 and C 2 (line 6) refer to the positions of the centres of mass of the segments in S 1 and S 2 , respectively.
The minimum number of accepted segment associations is set to 4 (after manual adjustment). This is implemented on line 7 of Algorithm 2 where the function Card returns the cardinality of set A, i.e. the number of segment associations. The upper bound for t d is set to 0.7 (line 9). The upper bound for t c is set to 2m (line 11). These upper bounds are defined experimentally by computing statistics on handlabelled correct and incorrect segment associations. Due to space constraints, the computation of these bounds is not described here.
Input
: Here we use the shape distance metric defined in [11] , which is also referred to by the authors of the latter publication as the Symmetric Shape Distance. It evaluates the shape similarity between two object scans. The computation of the Symmetric Shape Distance requires the two 3D surfaces to be first aligned, which is achieved here using ICP, as described in [11] .
To accelerate this process which is O(N M ), the distance between segments whose centres of mass are further away than gate is not computed. gate is set to 2m in the experiments corresponding to table II, and 15m in the experiments corresponding to table III (since in the latter case the displacement between each scan is larger).
2) Bipartite Assignment: Given the set of distances in D, the Hungarian algorithm [16] is used here to solve the segment association problem. Segment association is interpreted as a bipartite assignment problem where a segment in one scan is uniquely assigned to a segment in the other scan (some segments may be left not assigned). Only segment pairs whose corresponding distance in D is below t d are processed. t d is progressively increased (line 11) until enough segment associations are found. This allows to maintain a tight tolerance on the shape difference of associated segments (i.e. a tight tolerance on the corresponding distance in D) while accepting a minimum number of segment associations (line 7) to enable the computation of the alignment. Examples of values of t d computed by the algorithm are indicated in Fig. 3 .
Depending on the displacement of the platform between the two scans to be aligned, the point of view from which the scene is observed may be different enough that objects are seen from different sides (for instance, with the platform moving forward, a car may be seen from the front in scan 1 and then from the side in scan 2). Increasing t d caters for this type of situation since segment associations are searched by progressively tolerating larger shape differences (i.e. larger distances in D).
3) Geometric Consistency: Geometric consistency refers here to a mechanism used to reject possibly wrong segment associations. It exploits the spatial arrangement of segments by verifying that the set of associated segments have consistent relative locations in each scan. For instance the distance between two trees observed in two successive scans should be constant; if this is not the case, the trees observed in the two scans are not the same and their matching across scan is not correct. Enforcing geometric consistency is a way to implement this type of check. Pairs of associated segments not having consistent relative positions in each scan are discarded; the resulting set of segment associations is then qualified as geometrically consistent.
The procedure used here to check for geometric consistency is detailed in Algorithm 3. It takes as an input the set of segment associations A found by bipartite matching (Sec. II-C.2) as well as the position of the centre of mass of the segments in S 1 and S 2 , noted C 1 and C 2 , respectively. Each association in A is encoded as a pair (p, q) p∈N,q∈M , where p and q are segment IDs from the current and previous scan, respectively. For concision, the following notation is used with respect to accessing pairs (p, q) in A: "l ∈ A" means that l is a pair of the form (p, q), with p and q accessed as If the associations l a and l b are correct, the difference dif between d 0 and d 1 is close to zero (line 7). As mentioned in the previous section, changes in view point, imply changes in the shape of the observed segments since different sides of a given segment may be scanned. This also implies a variation in the position of the centre of mass of the segments and thus requires t c to be adjusted to allow for more tolerance when the change in view point is more important. The adjustment of t c is managed by the parent algorithm, Algorithm 2 (line 12). In Algorithm 2, t c and t d are increased at each iteration until they respectively reached their upper bound. Our implementation in fact alternates increasing t c and t d (so that the tolerances are maintained as tight as possible) but Algorithm 2 presents a slightly different version for concision. Examples of values of t c computed by the algorithm are indicated in Fig. 3 .
If the difference between d 0 and d 1 is below the threshold t c (line 7), the positions of the two centres of mass in each scan is considered consistent and a counter representing the number of consistent relative positions (in the current scan) is incremented for each segment (line 8 and 9). Otherwise, a counter representing the number of inconsistent relative positions is incremented (line 11 and 12).
Finally, if for a given segment (in the current scan) the counter of consistent relative positions is less than or equal to the counter of inconsistent relative positions (line 19), the corresponding segment association is removed from the original set of segment associations (line 20). Thus, potentially wrong segment associations are filtered out based on the consistency of the relative positions of the segments in each scan.
This method does not require the scene to be entirely static but the majority of its elements to be so. The method has been observed to be robust in situations where a few cars are moving in an otherwise static scene. In this case, the method tends to remove associations involving moving segments. On the other hand, in the case of traffic on a highway for instance, correct associations of the static parts of the scene may be removed since the majority of the scene is consistently moving. This results in incorrectly filtering out some of the initially correct associations. Defining the point at which the method starts breaking between these two types of situations is left for future work.
Other approaches for enforcing geometric consistency in feature matching have been proposed in particular in the context of SLAM [5] . Available procedures include Branch and Bound algorithms. These build a graph where nodes represent feature associations (across scans); each node being associated to sets of constraints representing distances to . Nodes with consistent sets of constraints are linked and the maximum clique is searched for; the latter corresponding to the largest set of geometrically consistent feature associations. This approach was tested with an implementation relying on a randomised gradient descent for the maximum clique search [5] . It was observed to occasionally return a clique that was not the largest one, and did not contain enough associations to compute the alignment while the proposed approach would return the largest set of associations. Exact solutions to the maximum clique problem are available [7] ; these are left for future work. RANSAC based methods [9] represent another alternative for enforcing geometric consistency. These would be computationally expensive since they would require rerunning ICP on the set of segments at each RANSAC iteration. A faster implementation of a RANSAC based alignment may use segments' centroid only. However, the drift in the centroids' position due to the changes in view point (see Sec. IV-B.1) may result in false associations. This approach would share a number of similarities with the one developed in [25] with the difference that it is applied to 3D data instead of 2D scans and that segmentation is performed prior to alignment as opposed to combining the two processes. RANSAC based alignment will be further investigated in future work. In conclusion, the sequence of operations implemented by the successive application of Algorithm 2 and 3 allows to associate features based on their proximity, on their shape and on the consistency of their relative positions. To the best of the authors' knowledge, this had not been proposed before.
D. Alignment of Sets of Segments
Once the set of segment associations is defined, a 6 DOF point-to-point ICP [22] routine is used to compute the alignment. In order to exploit the now known segment associations the nearest neighbour search in ICP is constrained to be performed only in associated segments. This provides a crucial improvement on a standard ICP procedure on the full scans; in particular when the distance between these two scans increases. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The intuition behind this improvement is the following: when the two scans are separated by a small displacement, nearest neighbour as implemented by ICP is enough to solve data association. However, when the distance between the two scans increases, nearest neighbour search is less likely to associate corresponding objects, hence the need to explicitly reason at the object level in the data association process. The proposed segment matching algorithm (Algorithm 2) is an attempt to perform such object level reasoning. Its performance is quantified in Sec. IV. All versions of ICP tested here are run for 20 iterations (which in all cases was observed to be enough for the ICP residual to stabilise).
III. EVALUATION METRIC
The metric used here to evaluate the quality of the alignment attempts to capture the crispness of the corresponding point cloud. This metric simply consists of voxelising the point cloud and returning the number of occupied voxels. The lower this number, the more crisp the point cloud and in turn the more accurate the alignment. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 .
All algorithms tested here are variants of ICP which provides a measure of alignment quality expressed as a residual (i.e. the root mean square of the nearest neighbour distances between scan points). This measure was not used in this study as an evaluation metric for the two following reasons. (1) The points used to compute the ICP residual are not necessarily all the points of both scans but only the ones matched via nearest neighbour association. This implies that some alignments may correspond to a relatively low ICP residual but may at the same time be incorrect. This was in particular observed when processing scan segments (as opposed to whole scans) in the experiments presented in Sec. IV. (2) The ICP residual cannot be directly computed for a set of aligned scans at once but would have to be averaged in a pairwise manner. This may mask occasional incorrect mis-alignments, which is not desirable in this study and is avoided by the proposed metric.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
This section provides an evaluation of the proposed techniques against standard alignment methods. The datasets chosen for evaluation are first described. The techniques we compare and the way the comparison is performed are then detailed. Finally, experimental results are presented. 
A. Evaluation Protocol
The seven sequences used for evaluation are described in Table I . They were acquired using a Velodyne sensor mounted on a moving platform. The sequences are chosen to cover a variety of platform speeds, levels of clutter, and so that they contain a limited number of moving objects. In the configuration used during data acquisition, the Velodyne produced scans at 10Hz. Since the sequences chosen here contain either 100 or 200 scans, they correspond to a duration of 10 or 20 secs.
Four variants of ICP are used as benchmarks in this evaluation. ICP point-to-point and ICP point-to-plane [22] , are applied to either full scans or scans from which the ground points have been removed. The resulting four variants correspond to columns 1 to 4 in Tables II and III. ICP pointto-point and ICP point-to-plane are referred to as "p2pt" and "p2pl" in Tables II and III . "grd rm" refers to ground point removal.
Two different processes are applied to each dataset: (1) alignment computed without skipping scans between two scans aligned (Table II) , (2) alignment computed by skipping four scans between the current scan and the one it is aligned to (Table III) . In the latter case, the displacement between two pairs of scans is larger implying that data association is more challenging. This second configuration enables testing of the performance as the displacement between scans increases.
For both types of processing, the quality of the computed alignments is quantified as follows. The set of aligned scans is projected in a global voxel grid to compute the crispness metric described in Sec. III. In the case of alignments computed without skipping scans, only every fifth scan is projected into the voxel grid so that the set of points used to compute the crispness metric is exactly the same as for the evaluation of the alignments computed every fifth scan. This implies that the numbers in Table II and III are directly comparable. As explained in Sec. III, the smaller this number, the better the alignment (i.e. the more crisp). The ground points are not included when evaluating the crispness of an alignment since well aligned ground segments may not correspond to a reduced number of occupied voxels (and result in an improvement of the alignment quality metric) due to the scanning pattern of the Velodyne sensor. Segmentation is computed beforehand, individually for each scan. 
B. Results

1) Alignment Without Skipping Scans:
The alignment results obtained without skipping scans between two scans aligned are presented in Table II . The label "s-match" refers to the segment association mechanism in Algorithm 2, function Hungarian. The label "g-cons" refers to function GeoConsistency in Algorithm 3. The column "p2pt + s-match" refers to Algorithm 2 being run without lines 6, 11, 12. The column "p2pt + s-match + g-cons" refers to Algorithm 2. The numbers in bold indicate the best results for each dataset.
It can be seen that ICP p2pl (point-to-plane) systematically provides the best result. The alignment quality reported in the last two columns (corresponding to the proposed methods) is less than the one produced by ICP p2pl. This comes from a drift accumulated at each pairwise alignment (illustrated in Fig. 2 ). This drift is due to the segmentation not being exactly the same from one scan to the next; variations in segmentation being caused by view point changes across the sequence. Sets of slightly different segments are being aligned which artificially pulls them onto each other in areas where their surfaces have no actual overlap. Segment associations are not incorrect (as illustrated in Fig. 2 ) but the corresponding alignment is drifting due to variations in the segments shapes.
This problem is less significant when processing full scans with ICP p2pl for the two following reasons. On one hand, the additional (structural) information contained in a full scan (as opposed to a sub-set of its segments) allows to better constrain ICP and leads to a sharper alignment. On the other hand, the displacement between each scan is small enough that data association can be correctly solved with standard nearest neighbour search. Both aspects combined allow ICP p2pl to perform best. In the following section, we show that this is no longer true when the displacement between aligned scans increases. The best results are then obtained by combining segment matching for better data association and ICP p2pl on full scans for refining the alignment. ICP p2pl here also performs better than the p2pt version since most of the scans in the seven sequences contain a majority of planes and geometrical shapes, which ICP p2pl is better suited for.
2) Alignment With Skipped Scans: The alignment results obtained when skipping four scans between two scans aligned are presented in Table III . The numbers in bold indicate the best results for each dataset (not including the last column which is discussed below). This set of results shows that when the displacement between two scans increases to a point where nearest neighbour search no longer provides correct data association, alignment by reasoning at the object level by explicitly matching objects is significantly more accurate. This is verified with the Homebush, Royal and Abercombie datasets (sets 2, 5, 7) since as indicated in Table I these three datasets correspond to a higher speed of the platform implying that the displacement between two scans is larger. The way nearest neighbour search fails in these datasets and the way the proposed approach correctly recovers the transform are illustrated in Fig. 3 . ICP p2pl provides the best results in the case of the Camperdown and Usyd entrance datasets (sets 4 and 6). In the former the vehicle is moving slowly since it is going around a roundabout. In the latter, the distribution of objects in the scene is sparse making data association less challenging. Both situations are favorable to obtaining a crisp alignment with ICP p2pl, which is confirmed by row 4 and 6 of Table III . In other areas, where the vehicle is moving slowly but where the distribution of objects is denser (ACFR lawn and Campus car park datasets, sets 1 and 3), removing the ground points provides enough separation between landmarks to decrease data association ambiguities and obtain improved alignments. As indicated in Table III,  ICP p2pt with ground removal provides alignments with the best quality in the case of the ACFR lawn and Campus car park datasets. However, when the vehicle is moving faster (Homebush, Royal and Abercombie datasets, sets 2, 5, 7), explicitly matching segments becomes necessary to accurately recover the transformation between two scans. As shown in Table III and as illustrated in Fig. 3 , ICP p2pt with segment matching and geometric consistency test leads to the best quality alignments for the Homebush, Royal and Abercombie datasets. These results provide an experimental demonstration of the main claim of this paper: reasoning at the object level rather than the point-to-point level allows to significantly constrain data association when the displacement between scans becomes larger, which in turn enables the generation of sharper alignments. A visualisation further illustrating this point is presented in Fig 4. The alignment provided by ICP p2pt + s-match + g-cons can also be considered as an initial alignment which can be further improved with the additional (structural) information contained in the full scan (compared to using only a few scan segments). This is the pipeline quantified in the last column of Table III : ICP p2pl is run (on full scans) with an initial alignment provided by ICP p2pt + s-match + g-cons. This last combination of algorithms leads to the best alignments for all datasets. To explain this result we consider both Table II and III, which contain directly comparable values, as explained in Sec. IV-A. Comparing these values shows that the alignment quality provided by this last pipeline are either close to or better than the best values in Table II 2 . This implies that this last pipeline corresponds to a system requiring only every fifth scan while maintaining the original quality of alignment. More generally, this pipeline is able to maintain alignment quality while the displacement between two aligned scans increases, which is made possible by the segment matching procedure developed in Algorithm 2.
Considering the timing estimates in Table IV 3 (bottom row), the pipeline in the last column of table III is computed in about 7.3 sec (ICP p2pt + s-match + g-cons) + 9.4 sec (ICP p2pl), that is 16.7 sec. On the other hand, generating an alignment of the same accuracy with ICP p2pl only requires processing every scan (as opposed to processing every fifth) that is 5×9.4 sec, which is 47 sec. Not only does the proposed method allow the alignment quality to be maintained while the displacement between scans increases, but it also leads to savings in computation times (potentially critical in real-time applications) since scans can be skipped between two processed scans. In the experiments presented here, a 64% savings in computation time is achieved.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper has introduced a method to constraint data association prior to applying ICP to a pair of 3D scans. This method exploits the segmentation of each scan by 2 Some results may be better due the maximum nearest neighbour distance used in ICP p2pl which is 20cm here, while it was 2m in all experiments in Table II . A smaller maximum nearest neighbour distance limits the number of possibly incorrect point-to-point associations and may result in a better alignment. Note that a small threshold can only be used after accurate a pre-alignment. 3 All computation times are estimated by running Python implementations (with nearest neighbour search performed via KD-trees and implemented in C++) on a laptop Intel Core Duo 2.6GHz. With full C++ implementations the reported computation times can be expected to be one to two orders magnitude smaller. Segmentation time is included in the last two columns; it is on average 0.3 sec per scan. Fig. 3 . Examples of alignments computed with ICP s-match + g-cons (first column) and ICP p2pl (second column). In the first column, the current scan is coloured by its segmentation and the previous scan is displayed in blue. The segments selected to compute the alignment are indicated by yellow and black points (these two colours respectively indicating the segment selected in the current and previous scan to compute the alignment, i.e. the output of the function MatchSegments, Algorithm 2). The links plotted between these segments represent the segment-to-segment distances which were found to be consistent across the scan pair and passed the geometric consistency test (Algorithm. 3). The blind spots of the two scans on the ground indicate that the alignment method was able to recover a transformation of several meters. The value of t d and tc computed by Algorithm 2 are indicated below each figure as well as the number of segment associations removed by the geometric consistency test (Algorithm. 3). In the second column, the previous scan is also displayed in blue, and the red segments indicate the transformation estimated by ICP p2pl (these segments are the same as the ones highlighted in the first column). The segments and the links from the first column are left in this second set of figures to facilitate the visual comparison between the two. It can be seen that the transform estimated by ICP p2pl is off by a few meters while the alignment estimated by the proposed method puts corresponding segments right on top of each others. 4 scans between each scan aligned. One colour corresponds to one scan; a total of 20 scans is displayed; ground points are removed for clarity. The number "nvox" indicates the value of the alignment quality metric and it can be seen that a sharper point cloud corresponds to a smaller value of nvox. While the combination s-match + g-cons allows the generation of a crisp alignment (a), which can be seen for instance in the neat delineation of the cars on the side of the road, ICP p2pt + grd rm (which corresponds to the best result amongst the techniques not using segment matching) generates a much fussier point cloud due to data association issues. In both figures, the thickness of the bottom wall on the side of the street is not due to mis-alignment but to the perspective of the display.
explicitly matching segments across scans. Segments are matched based on their proximity, their shape and the consistency of their relative positions. The method was evaluated using seven sequences of Velodyne scans acquired in urban environments. Unlike various other standard versions of ICP which fail to recover correct alignment when the displacement between scans increases, the proposed method is shown to be robust to displacements of several meters. In addition it is shown to lead to savings in computational times which are potentially critical in real-time applications. Future work will concentrate on comparing more extensively various approaches for enforcing geometric consistency, including RANSAC based methods and Branch and Bound algorithms. The proposed approach will also be applied to 3D object modelling via scan registration.
